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Mr Justice Maurice Kay : 
	 The Thames Valley Police Authority (the Authority) covers an area which falls within nine local authorities – Buckinghamshire County Council, Oxfordshire County Council, Milton Keynes Council, Bracknell Forest Borough Council, Reading Borough Council, Slough Borough Council, West Berkshire District Council, Wokingham District Council and the Royal Borough of Windsor and Maidenhead.  The Authority has 19 members, which figure is fixed pursuant to statutory instrument.  The membership comprises three elements, namely council representatives, independents and representatives of the magistracy in the area (Police Act 1996, section 4 and Schedule 2 and 3).  By Schedule 2, paragraph 1(2), the council representatives must amount to 50 per cent plus 1 of the membership, that is 10 out of 19.  They are appointed by a Joint Committee consisting of persons appointed by the relevant councils from among their own members (Schedule 2, paragraph 2(2)).  The membership of the Joint Committee is a matter for agreement between the councils or, in the absence of such agreement, determination by the Secretary of State (Schedule 2, paragraph 3).  In the present case the Joint Committee has an agreed membership of twelve – 3 from Oxfordshire, 2 from Buckinghamshire and one from each of the 7 unitary authorities.

The crucial statutory provision is paragraph 4(1)(b) of Schedule 2.  It provides:
“A…..joint committee shall exercise its power to appoint members of a police authority under paragraph 2 so as to ensure that, so far as practicable, the members for whose appointment it is responsible reflect –
…….the balance of parties for the time being prevailing among the members of the relevant councils taken as a whole.”
	Oxfordshire and Buckinghamshire have substantially bigger populations than the unitary authorities.  The population of Oxfordshire is about 600,000 and that of Buckinghamshire almost 470,000.   The most populous of the unitary authorities is Milton Keynes (about 200,000).  The smaller authorities have  populations ranging from 107,000 to 142,000.

At all material times the 10 Council members of the Authority have comprised 4 Conservatives, 3 Labour and 3 Liberal Democrats.  Prior to the local elections of May 2000, the representative of the Royal Borough on the Authority was a Liberal Democrat, Mr. Hedley, but he lost his seat in those elections.  As a result he automatically ceased to be a member of the Authority (Schedule 2, paragraph 18(1)).  At the same time, the Conservatives gained control of the Royal Borough.  On 16 May 2000 the Joint Committee invited the Royal Borough to nominate another Liberal Democrat councillor to replace Mr. Hedley.  However, the Royal Borough responded by nominating a Conservative.  The Joint Committee refused to appoint that nominee, repeated the invitation to nominate a Liberal Democrat and stated that, if the Royal Borough did not nominate a Liberal Democrat, Buckinghamshire County Council would be invited to nominate one of its own Liberal Democrat councillors to fill the vacancy.
On 21 June 2000 there was a telephone conversation between Mr. Lawrence, the leader of the Royal Borough Council, and Mr. Page, the chairman of the Joint Committee, as a result of which the Royal Borough agreed to nominate a Liberal Democrat.  Mr. Scott was duly nominated and appointed.  On 22 June, Mr. Page wrote to Mr. Lawrence in the following terms:
“Colleagues on the Police Authority Joint Committee, which I chair, are most grateful to the Royal Borough for agreeing to nominate a Liberal Democrat councillor to the Police Authority.
We fully appreciate and understand the wish of your new administration to be represented directly on the Police Authority and we are most grateful to you personally for the part you have played in achieving a resolution which is of advantage to your Berkshire Unitary Authority colleagues.
You rightly identify that the allocation of seats on the Police Authority falls to be reconsidered in two years time.  As Chair of the Joint Committee, I am certainly willing to agree to do all I can to persuade colleagues that due recognition should be given to the Royal Borough’s action on this occasion.  Certainly, should we not be able to accommodate all authorities’ preferences within the political balance constraints, an authority other than the Royal Borough will be invited to accept the difficult, and probably unwelcome, task of nominating a member other than from this administration on that occasion.”
	On 31 March 2002 the term of office of all the councillor members of the Authority expired.  The Joint Committee deferred making new appointments until after the May 2002 elections.   In correspondence, the Royal Borough sought and received confirmation that the Joint Committee would act in accordance with the letter of 22 June 2000. 

On 9 May 2002, the Royal Borough nominated a Conservative, Mr. Hilton.  The Joint Committee met on 10 May.  It decided not to change the allocation of places between the relevant councils.  It again invited the Royal Borough to nominate a Liberal Democrat, failing which the Joint Committee would invite Buckinghamshire County Council to nominate one of its Liberal Democrats.  Contentious correspondence ensued.  On 12 August the Royal Borough commenced the present proceedings.  Soon after, it nominated Mr. Scott again (and without prejudice) and he was duly reappointed by the Joint Committee.
In the present proceedings, the Royal Borough is seeking judicial review of the refusal of the Joint Committee to appoint the Conservative nominee, Mr. Hilton, at the meeting on 10 May.  Two grounds of challenge are advanced: (1) legitimate expectation, based on the letter of 22 June 2000; and (2) irrationality.
(1) Legitimate expectation.
	The type of legitimate expectation upon which the Royal Borough seeks to rely is substantive and not merely procedural.  It is the type embraced by the third category referred to by Lord Woolf MR in Regina v. North and East Devon Health Authority, ex parte Coughlan [2001] QB 213, para 57:

“Where the court considers that a lawful promise or practice has induced a legitimate expectation of a benefit which is substantive, not simply procedural, authority now establishes that here too the court will in a proper case decide whether to frustrate the expectation is so unfair that to take a new and different course will amount to an abuse of power.  Here, once the legitimacy of the expectation is established, the court will have the task of weighing the requirements of fairness against any overriding interest relied upon for the change of policy.”
	It is axiomatic that the “promise or practice” must be “a clear and unambiguous representation upon which it was reasonable to rely” (Simon Brown LJ in Regina v. Devon County Council, ex parte Baker [1995] 1 All ER 73,88)

On behalf of the Royal Borough, Mr. Kovats submits that Mr. Page’s letter of 22 June 2000 contained two commitments.  The sentence beginning “As Chair of the Joint Committee…..”was a personal commitment by Mr. Page.  However, what came before and after it was a representation made by Mr. Page on behalf of the Joint Committee.  It was clear and unambiguous; it was reasonable for the Royal Borough to rely upon it; and rely upon it it did, by appointing a Liberal Democrat.  As a result, it had a legitimate expectation that it would be able to appoint a Conservative in 2002 and that any consequential adjustment would fall elsewhere.  There was no overriding reason why that legitimate expectation should not have been honoured in 2002.
The case for the Joint Committee is that (1) Mr. Page’s letter did not amount to a representation by or on behalf of the Joint Committee; (2) Mr. Page had no authority to commit the Joint Committee; (3) in any event, it was not reasonable for the Royal Borough, a public authority, to rely on a statement by one politician to another about a hypothetical situation which might or might not arise following elections two years later; (4) Mr. Page had complied with his personal undertaking “to do all I can”; (5) although the letter of 22 June 2000 referred to “an authority other than the Royal Borough” being invited to nominate a minority councillor, in fact it would have been necessary for two authorities to make concessions for the Royal Borough to be accommodated; (6) if, contrary to Mr. Pickles’ primary submissions, there was a legitimate expectation, it was not breached because an overriding public interest trumped it.
The evidence of the discussion Mr. Lawrence and Mr. Page which preceded the letter is minimal.  Everything therefore turns on the letter.  It raises a number of questions.  First, does it contain a clear and unambiguous representation to the effect that, if the Royal Borough were to nominate a minority Liberal Democrat in 2000, the Joint Committee would appoint a majority Conservative to represent it in 2002?  In my judgment, it does not.  The personal commitment of Mr. Page to do all he could to bring that about implies that it was not yet a matter of certainty.   Moreover, it is difficult to see how it could have been.  The very next sentence in the letter makes it clear that no other authority had yet been persuaded to cooperate to bring about this result.  Secondly, there is the question whether Mr. Page had the authority to bind the Joint Committee.  There is no evidence that he had its express authority or that the Joint Committee had clothed him with ostensible authority in the sense in which that concept is used in private law.  When I raised this issue with Mr. Kovats his brief answer was to the effect that that is not necessary to support a legitimate expectation in public law and he referred obliquely to the line of authority of which Robertson v. Minister of Pensions [1949] 1 KB 227 was the progenitor.   However, the matter is not quite that simple, as is apparent from the passage in de Smith, Woolf and Jowell, Judicial Review of Administrative Action, 5th edn, pp 566-569.  This, in turn, is connected with the third question:  was it reasonable of the Royal Borough to rely on the letter as a source of legal entitlement?  In my judgment it was not.  I reach this conclusion not only on the basis of its failing to satisfy the “clear and unambiguous” test, but also because I do not consider it reasonable for a public authority to assume without more that a member, albeit the Chairman, of another public  authority with which it is connected is in a position to obligate that other public authority in circumstances such as those prevailing in this case.  Generally, cases in which legitimate expectation is successfully relied upon involve a representation to a member of the public or a private interest.  Even then, the question arises whether the representee knows or ought to have known that the person making the representation had no power to bind the authority (see Matrix Securities Ltd v. Inland Revenue Commissioners [1994] 1 WLR 334).  Assuming that, in principle, one public authority may be able to raise legitimate expectation against another (and, in the absence of fuller submissions, I leave that as an assumption), it is more difficult for a public authority to resist the suggestion that it ought to have known that the person making the representation had no power to bind his principal.  I do not consider that the Royal Borough can resist it here.  For all these reasons, the case based on legitimate expectation fails.
(2) Irrationality
	At its meeting on 10 May 2002 the Joint Committee had before it a report from its Secretary.  It stated that there was no change to the proportional distribution of seats between the political parties as a consequence of the recent elections.  It then described how the wishes of the Royal Borough could be accommodated by a redistribution.  The only way to achieve this end would be to reallocate a Conservative seat from Oxfordshire to the Royal Borough, a Labour seat from Milton Keynes to Oxfordshire and a Liberal Democrat seat from the Royal Borough to Milton Keynes.  The report observed:

“It could be argued…..that this would result in a more equitable distribution than at present, as it more accurately reflects the current political distribution of seats within each authority.”
	It is apparent from the minutes of the meeting that a significant number of those present emphasised the importance of continuity in the membership of the authority.  The representative of the Royal Borough clearly put the case for change based on “a more equitable distribution”.  However, the Joint Committee, by a majority, resolved that no change should be made to the allocation of seats between the councils and, as a result, it invited the Royal Borough to nominate a Liberal Democrat, with the consequences to which I referred earlier.

Mr. Kovats submits that this decision was irrational because (1) the Joint Committee failed to take into account (a) the agreement that had been reached between Mr. Lawrence and Mr. Page in June 2000, as evidenced by letter  of 22 June and (b) the need for a councillor member of the Authority to represent the views of the council in his area; (2) reliance or excessive reliance was placed on  continuity in circumstances wherein (a) the Committee was content for the Royal Borough to be represented by any Liberal Democrat councillor, not necessarily Mr. Scott, and (b) the impact on continuity would be limited because only three of the ten councillor places would be affected.
In my judgment it cannot be said that the Joint Committee failed to take the Lawrence/Page arrangement into account.  The minutes demonstrate that it was raised by Mrs. Bateson.  Her recollection is that it was read out and Mr. Page described how, in advance of the meeting, he had “tried his hardest” to see if any of the councils was prepared to change, but without success.  It was obvious that a Liberal Democrat would not come from the majority party in the Royal Borough.  However, there is no legal requirement that he should.  The statutory requirement is that the councillor members of the Authority should, so far as practicable, reflect “the balance of parties for the time being prevailing among the members of the relevant councils taken as a whole”.  In other words the emphasis is on balance in relation to the area of the Authority as a whole.  This is understandable when, by statute, the Secretary of State, having refused to increase the size of the Authority beyond 19 members, 10 councillor places have to be shared between nine councils, some of which are much bigger than others.
What, then, of the “continuity” point?  It is certainly something which concerned several members of the Joint Committee.  I do not consider that it was inherently irrational for them to have regard to it.  The weight to be accorded to it was a matter for the Joint Committee, provided that it remained mindful of the requirement of paragraph 4(1)(b).  I can find no basis for concluding that it did not.  Whilst it is true that the resolution did not specify Mr. Scott, it would have been a matter for complaint if it had because it was not for the Joint Committee to remove all power of nomination from the Royal Borough.  The resolution left at least a prospect of continuity.  On the other hand, whilst the allocation of a Conservative in respect of the Royal Borough would only affect two other councils by way of redistribution, it would involve a total of three incidents of discontinuity.
I am bound to say that I have considerable sympathy with the Royal Borough.  That sympathy would intensify if the present arrangement were to take on an appearance of permanence, as Mr. Kovats suggests it might.  However, there is no reason to assume that.  The vicissitudes of the electoral system are not so predictable and, in any event, the present arrangement is not set in stone.  It may seem to operate unfairly on the Royal Borough at the moment but, if it does, it is not the consequence of irrationality.
Conclusion
	If follows from what I have said that this application for judicial review fails.

- - - - - - - - - - - - -
THE ASSOCIATE:  For judgment, the Queen on the application of Royal Borough of Windsor and Maidenhead v Dewar.
MR JUSTICE MAURICE KAY:  In this matter there will be judgment in accordance with the document that is handed down.  That discloses that the application for judicial review has failed.  Mr Pickles.
MR PICKLES:  Your Lordship, would your Lordship then make orders if necessary dismissing this application but secondly as to costs.  Subject to any submissions my learned friend may have to make on the principal, I must wish to make submissions about quantum.
MR JUSTICE MAURICE KAY:  First things first.  Miss Scott, I do not imagine there is any dispute in principal.
MISS SCOTT:  That is correct.  The only submission I would make is that this matter be subject to detailed assessment if not agreed.
MR PICKLES:  Does your Lordship have the up-dated schedule.  It is dated the 6th, today's date.
MR JUSTICE MAURICE KAY:  £24,310, yes, that is it.  The previous one just did not take into account today; is that it?
MR PICKLES:  That is right.  Your Lordship, it is a high figure and I think I must make submissions about it.  Can I say this as two preliminary points.  Number 1, I do seek, and strongly ask your Lordship to make an assessment today, because this is a piece of litigation between public authorities.  It is desirable it should come to an end and it is really desirable that no more costs be incurred between these two essentially publicly-funded parties: number 1.  And number 2, albeit the figure is high, I do invite your Lordship to bear in mind the claimant has the benefit of a multiplicity of defendants having cooperated and there not being any duplication of representation to the court.
As to quantum on the figures, your Lordship, I will be quite candid about what we invite your Lordship to do, it is to make an order of £18,000 on a summary assessment.  So far as the figurework is concerned, your Lordship has, respectfully, a draft fee note of my fees.  I do not presume to say anything about my fees.  Those instructing me have set out a schedule of their fees and they are the bulk, a little over 66 per cent, of the total.  Your Lordship, in ball park figure terms, counsel's fees come to approaching £8,000 and the solicitor's fees are about £16,500.  
So far as the fees of those instructing me are concerned, the hourly rate of £1.20 I submit is not exceptionable.  It is the number of hours spent that is responsible for driving up the quantum and I have an account of that.  What I do invite your Lordship to do is to bear in mind the multiplicity of parties that we are representing here and the need at each stage to consult and take instructions from the legal advisers of the other parties, as well as consulting those within Buckinghamshire County Council in relation to each stage of the proceedings.
MR JUSTICE MAURICE KAY:  What do you mean: that each time there was any development your solicitors had to write to each of the members of the joint committee separately?
MR PICKLES:  Whether he wrote or whether he phoned.
MR JUSTICE MAURICE KAY:  Sounds unlikely in any event.
MR PICKLES:  Broadly speaking, there has been a great deal of consultation, but what I broadly invite your Lordship to do -- because some of the hours spent figures are very high --
MR JUSTICE MAURICE KAY:  They are.
MR PICKLES:  I do not seek to hide from that, and I broadly submit a figure of £18,000 on the basis of reducing that figure by a third.  I do not attempt any scientific explanation between categories, but that is the basis upon which I invite your Lordship to entertain the figure of £18,000.
MR JUSTICE MAURICE KAY:  Thank you.  Miss Scott?
MISS SCOTT:  My Lord, the first submission I make is in relation to the hourly rate claimed of £120.  Bearing in mind that this is the hourly rate for a public-sector solicitor, where there should be no element of profit, and an in-house lawyer outside London, it is my submission that that rate is high.
MR JUSTICE MAURICE KAY:  What do you say it should be?
MISS SCOTT:  My Lord, £100 an hour.  The second submission is just in relation to the matter raised by my learned friend regarding corresponding with other parties.  I am instructed that there was not in fact correspondence with legal officers in other councils as a matter of routine, and so it is my submission that while the time estimate may have been expanded in part as a consequence of that fact, that would not have significantly increased the amount of time that would have to be spent on this matter.
My Lord, the third submission I make in response to this schedule is that of counsel's fees, which as my learned friend has pointed out approach £8,000.  My Lord, you are in a better position than myself to know how complex or otherwise this case was, but just looking at the fees charged for, in particular, the skeleton argument and the days' hearing, it is my submission that they are high, and I would ask you to reduce those.
MR JUSTICE MAURICE KAY:  So what's your ball park bid?
MISS SCOTT:  Well, my Lord, as I say, it is difficult for me because, my Lord, I am not as familiar with the case as you are, my Lord, so I am not sure that it would be appropriate for me to offer up a figure, but I simply ask you to take those matters into account when assessing what is an appropriate fee for this matter.
MR JUSTICE MAURICE KAY:  Yes.  Thank you very much.
MR PICKLES:  Your Lordship, may I just reply on one point, and that is in defence of -- I am not really used to doing this, but in defence of my skeleton argument fee.  Your Lordship will have seen that our skeleton argument was in, and the italicised note that this has been delayed because we have not had the applicant's skeleton.  My own estimate of time was that I spent about 40 per cent more time on our skeleton than I should reasonably have done, because I sat down on Tuesday of the week before the hearing without the applicant's skeleton and I had 40 per cent more than finished a skeleton responding to the notice itself when the applicant's skeleton finally came through.  So I acknowledge that that is perhaps a larger figure than might otherwise have been, but that is the explanation of it.
MR JUSTICE MAURICE KAY:  But if one looks at it historically, you had been involved in the case since August, with conferences, drafting acknowledgments of service, advising in conference, all before that.  It is not as though you were coming to it cold.
MR PICKLES:  No, no.
MR JUSTICE MAURICE KAY:  Whatever attractions Mr Kovats' skeleton argument may have had, or may have been worth waiting for, the fact is that the case is set out in the claim form, as it always is.
MR PICKLES:  Yes.
MR JUSTICE MAURICE KAY:  I do rather take the view that it is appropriate to proceed to summary assessment, because otherwise there will rapidly become costs upon costs and I cannot think that is in anybody's interests.  The amount claimed in total seems to me to go beyond the bounds of reasonableness.  I say that more of the solicitors' fees than counsel's fees, although I do question the sums for the draft skeleton argument.  
I am going to do what I am invited to, in the sense of summarily assessing costs by reference to a global figure rather than going through item by item.  Mr Pickles wisely accepts that the £24,000 plus is unsustainable and asks for £18,000.  I shall summarily assess costs at £14,500.  Thank you both very much.

